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computer can access while it is actively using it. The internal memory consists of chips connected to the motherboard and must be connected directly to the device in order to di it. There are two basic types of internal memory called RAM and ROM and those have their subsets of memories. Ramrandom Access Memory (RAM) is the primary internal
memory of the central processing unit (CPU). Your electronic device uses it for storing temporary data. It does so by providing applications with a place where you store data you are actively using so that they can quickly access data. The amount of RAM on the device controls its performance and speed. If you don't have enough RAM, it can process
programs slowly that can affect the output and the speed at which you can use the computer.ram also has "volatile memory" because it loses the data you set if you turn off the device. For example, if you are on your laptop using the internet browser and your computer is turned off, you may not have saved the Web pages you were previously using
because RAM stores only the information temporarily.3. Dramdynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) is one of two specific types of RAM seen in modern devices, such as laptops, desktops, portable devices and game systems. It is the most convenient of the two types of RAM and produces high capacity memory. It is made of two components,
transistors and capacitors, which require a charge every few seconds to store its data. Like RAM, it also loses data when it loses power and has a volatile memory. Sramstatic Random Access Memory (SRAM) is the second type of RAM and stores data as long as there is power in the system, unlike DRAM that is updated much more frequently. Since it
maintains power longer, it is more expensive than DRAM, which generally does not make it so widely used. Users generally use SRAM for cache memory, which makes it a faster form of DRAM.5 memory. The memory only RomRead (ROM) is a rep rep eravitta ad ovitisopsid lad ednepid noN .etnemetnenamrep itad i azziromem e elitalov non ¨Ã MOR
al ,MAR alled aznereffid a am ,airamirp anretni airomem id opit data. Instead, a programmer writes the data in individual cells using the binary code, which represents the text using the two symbols "1" and "0" system. Since it is not possible to change the data on Roma, it is possible to use this type of memory for aspects that do not change, such as
the start of software or firmware instructions, which help a function of the device correctly. Related: What is Rom and how is it different from RAM? 6. Proposal of programmable reading memory (Prom) is a type of ROM that begins as a memory without data on it. A user can write data on the chip using a special device called Programmer Prom. Like
Rom, the data are permanent once a user wrote it on the chip. This type of memory can be useful to programmers who wish to create specific firmware for a chip and use it to change the typical function of a system. 7. EPROMERASABLE PROGRAMBLE READING MEMORY (EPROM) is another type of rom chip that users can write data on this how to
delete old data and reprogram it. It is possible to delete current data using ultraviolet light (UV) in the form of a quartz crystal window in the upper part of the chip. After deleting the data, the Prom Programmer can be used to reprogram it. It is possible to only delete the data from an eprom chip a number of times because the excessive cancellation
can damage the chip and make it unreliable for future use. 8. Eepromelectrically erased programmable reading memory (EEPROM) is the final type of non -volatile Rom chip that usually replaces the need for chip prom or eprom. This type of memory also allows users to delete and reprogram the data on the chip, but it does it using an electric field
and is much faster in the cancellation of data compared to the APROM. Also, it is possible The data is easily while the chip is still inside the computer, while the Eprom chips must be taken from the computer to delete it. 9. Cache, cache memory is a high -speed semiconductor internal memory that stores the data of data frequently used by Dal
Provides access to the CPU, so when the CPU requires data or programs, the cache memory can transfer them to the CPU almost instantly. The cache memory is usually found between the CPU and RAM acts as a buffer between the two. REALED: 24 jobs using computers10. External memory, also known as secondary memory, is not directly
connected to the CPU that you can connect or remove as needed. There are many types of external memory that people use in their devices. Examples include external hard drives, flash drives, memory cards and compact discs (CD). You can store data from a computer on the external memory, remove it from the device and connect it with another
compatible device to transfer data.11. The memory of optical drive -optical unit is an external memory that can both store and read data using light. The most common types are CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray discs. To access content on an optical drive, you place the disk inside the computer and the computer turns the disk. A laser beam inside the system
scans it, receives data on the optical drive and uploads it to the computer. This type of memory can be useful because it is generally economical, easily accessible and stores many data.12. StorageMagnetic magnetic storage devices have a magnetic material coating in which it encodes data as an electrical current. This type of memory uses magnetic
fields to magnetize small sections of a metal rotation disc. Each section represents a "1" or "0" and contains a large amount of data, often many terabytes. Users like this kind of memory because it is convenient, durable and can store many data. Common forms of magnetic storage devices are magnetic tape, hard drive and floppy.13 disks. State
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to quickly access data. Cié would therefore allow the processor to communicate with the program much more quickly. Without the memory of the computer, the user would not be able to save something, which makes him incredibly important! How does the computer memory work? To understand how the computer memory works, take a look at this
hierarchy: ref: hotel hotel, whatever your input sources, turn on the computer or type on the keyboard, they will all go to the memory of reading (Rom) and perform a ignition self -test (post) to ensure that all components work. Therefore, the memory controller control the memory addresses and perform a quick reading/writing operation to make sure
there are no errors. From there, a Basic Input/Output system (BIOS) of ROM is loaded, the operating system (OS) from the hard drive in the system RAM. So, basically, it doesn't matter that you are loading or saving a file, first passing through the RAM. This is because the random access memory (RAM) process all the temporary data requested by the
CPU, none of these data is saved in RAM. And so, once the application is closed, the data are also lost. The main computer categories of the computer after talking about how the computer's memory is important, we briefly mentioned RAM and Rom previously, but do you know that there are many more subcategories? REF: Computer Shut WHE BE
COVER: RAM of primary memory: SRAM, Dramrom: Mrom, Prom, EPROM, EEPROM Secondary Memory SDD: SATA, PCIE, M.2, U.2, NVMEHDDFLASH DRIVESNASSANCLOUD STORAGE (TERMARY MEMORY) LIKE BALDORIA? No FRET, we will discuss all these different types of memory in detail! Overview of the What is primary memory
primary? The main memory on a computer, also known as internal memory or internal storage. Access to data from primary memory is nice cute And it is volatile as a ram or non -volatile as a rom. The capacity of primary memory is also limited and generally small compared to secondary memory. RAM: RAM of random access memory is the main
memory in a computer system, also known as cache memory. It is basically a high -speed component that temporarily stores the needs of the device and allows the device to immediately access the data. REF: Wikipedia with RAM, you will not have to wait for your years to dig through other storage, which usually take a long time. However, the RAM is
volatile, and therefore the temporary memory that is stored, it will be lost when the system is turned off. Although it generally refers to the RAM as a RAM, there are 2 primary forms of RAM: SRAM: RAM Static Ref: Pinterest SRAM is a type of semiconductor memory and uses the bistable closing circuits to memorize each bit, this makes it very fast
and So the memory of the name of the name. However, it is much more expensive about dram (we will talk about it more late) and it occupies a lot more space so there is less memory on a chip. It is also more commonly used as cache in a CPU, usually listed in L2 or L3. But as we mentioned previously, because it is quite expensive, so the L2 and L3
values are generally 1MB to 16MBs only. DRAM: RAM DYNAMICA REF: Tech Xpore Dram is another type of RAM that stores each data bit in a separate capacitor inside an integrated circuit. Cié means that each memory cell in a dram chip contains a data bit and is made up of a transistor and a capacitor. Where the memory controller needs to read
the data and then rewrites, constantly refreshing. So, this process makes the dram slower of SRAM. However, Dram is more economic by SRAM and therefore it is used as the main memory in a CPU, even if more slow by SRAM, it is still relatively relative And it is able to connect directly to the CPU bus. Unlike the expensive SRAM, Dram is typically
4GB at 16 GB in laptops and 1GB at 2GB in in devices. The main difference between SRAM and DRAM: REF: Quora Rom: Read Only Memory Rom is also a primary memory just like RAM, but unlike RAM, Roma is able to store the data permanently, which makes it non -volatile. It is a programmable chip that stores all the most important instructions
necessary to start the system, this process is also known as Bootstrap. REF: Pinterest with Roma, the system remain active and your data will not be overwritten, deleted or modified even if it closes it. Therefore, its name, only the reading memory for the data can be read and accessible only by the user. In the same way in RAM, there are different
types of Roma: Mrom: Mask Rom REF: GlobalSpecs Mrom is a hand -wired device, one of the first Roma. It also contains a software mask that is burned on the chip during the design process of the semiconductor production process. In addition, it is the cheap ROM from the rest and contains a set of pre-programmed data. Prom: Programmable ROM
REF: Tech-Faq Prom is as its name says, a memory chip only reading that allows the user to overwrite the data once. This which makes it different from the normal rom is that it is an empty memory chip, while the rom is pre-programmed. Since there are small fuses inside the chip itself that allows you to program the dance, a static electric can cause
the fuse exhaustion. Therefore, making it relatively fragile and is more economic of the Roma. However, the user would require a Prom Programmer or a Prom burner to write data. Erom: Programmable rom eliminable ref: quora that uses rom and regular dances could be quite expensive even if they are cheap, but they could not be overwritten and
reused. Therefore, as the name of Erom says, you have been able to overwrite the data by exposing them to ultraviolet for up to 40 minutes. To delete data, you will need to expose the cover of the transparent quartz window to ultraviolet light. Once you've done it, just seal it orebbertop ehc retupmoc li erarelecca id odarg ni onos DSS ilG .)otiuges ni
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etnerroc onnarecudnoc ehc rotsisnart ah DNAN hsalf lI .evisselpmoc inoizatserp el at a high speed. With that said, we can classify SSD into memory chip and interface, here are several types of SSDs based on the interface: SATA: Serial Advanced Technology Attachment Ref: mouser SATA SSDs are pretty common and they are a type of interface
connection that allows SSDs to communicate data with the system. You can basically use SATA with any laptop or computer, even if its a very old one. As of current, SATA 3.0 is the most versatile form of SDD and it has a transferring rate of 6Gb/s, but usually, the actual transfer speed would be 4.8Gb/s due to physical overhead. There¢ÃÂÂs also
SATA 2.0 apart from 3.0 as well. Speaking of which, we do offer SATA 3.0 here at Seeed as well! However, do note that it¢ÃÂÂs only compatible with our ODYSSEY-X86J4105 and they use M.2 PCIe Slots Key B. Feel free to check them out if you¢ÃÂÂre interested! PCIe: Peripheral Component Interconnect Express Ref: Galus PCIe, also abbreviated as
PCI Express, is a solid-state drive connected to a computer system using a PCIe interface. Since it is plugged into the sever¢ÃÂÂs backplane, it is able to integrate flash directly on the sever¢ÃÂÂs motherboard which greatly improves the transfer speed. This also makes PCIe the fastest SSD when compared to the rest. M.2 Ref: Wikipedia M.2 SSD was
previously known as NGFF (Next Generation Form Factor), which contains flash memory and controller chips. You might have already realised it, but M.2 look rather similar to RAM, though it is much smaller and is a standard in ultrabooks or tablet computers! M.2 also supports multiple protocols and applications like Wi-Fi, USB, PCI Express and
SATA, which makes it incredibly versatile. The standard size of an M.2 SDD is 22 mm width for computers and laptops. U.2 Ref: Anandtech U.2 SSD is previously known as SFF-8639, an interface that is defined as SSD Form Factor Working Group (SFFWG). It is similar to M.2, which utilises PCIe interface to send data. It Versatile and compatible with
Sata, Sata-e, Pcie etc. The main difference between m.2 and U.2 is that the skill is not bound by the small circuit (in m.2) and it allows more space for memory chips, which allows only SSD with a high ability! NVME REF: Howtogeek NVM Express or NVME is abbreviated for the specifications of the non -volatile controller interface (NVMHCIS). It is
basically attached to a PCIe slot on the main card, which reduces the I/O overload and helps to improve the performance of the disc. Cié includes more long command queues and reduced latency. The NVME is developed for SSDs to overcome the bottleneck due to the old sata. Although they are incredible, it has a high price and are also available on
desktops. HDD: RE Drive Disk Hard Disk: Wikipedia HDD is a traditional storage device, also known as magnetic storage devices, in which data is stored using a magnetized vehicle. These devices usually have very large skills and are also quite convenient! The data are read and written by a head, similar to how vinyl works, it is also very easy to read

or write even the data. Although the access power to their data is slow, it is used in RAM which has a good power access power. To help you view how the movable parts of a HDD are, here is a diagram labeled of it: REF: Researchgate Flash Drive REF: Everythingusb Flash Drives are also known as a thumb unit, pen and sometimes USB unit, it is also
one of the more popular secondary storage devices. They are basically a small portable storage device that allows you to store, rewrite and delete data. Everything you need to connect it to your computer's USB port to access data inside, you can also use them with yours mobile phones or tablets. Nowadays, the storage ability ranges from 8 GB to 64
GB, but there are also some that go to 1T! NAS: REFLECTION REFLIGNED TO NET: LIFEWIRE NAS is a type of storage, storage, storage, It is basically a specialized server file. This is about Nas large it is that it has a ton of space and, if you have an ethernet connection, you will be able to get access. Even if the NAS is not too big for databases as it
is not as fast as San (it turns to this late), it is really cheap that makes it a great option to start. Supports high -end applications such as 3D rendering and animation, as well as for analysis! San: Stoccaggio Network REF area: now the Bangalore San data recovery services is also another type of storage network, similar to NAS, San takes storage
devices away from the server to create a central data swimming pool. However, San does not depend on the local network (LAN), the ability is Poled and has provided a dedicated network. The data are also archived in storage at the blocking level, where the data are not linked to a file but are rather controlled by the operating system. So it is a better
option for easy management of the storage database. At this point, if you are not yet sure of the factors of the SSD module, check the video below to help you! Tertiary memory: Cloud Storage REF: SmartdaColletative Storage Cloud or Clouding, as some may report it, is relatively common in these days and is basically a collection of computer
hardware on the network that provides the many aspects of the calculation in the form of online servicesJust like its name, the cloud storage is untouchable and you cannot see, but you can control remotely. This is excellent if you constantly need to access and save a large quantity of data, for example, large organizations or even for personal use!
Could one think, as is able to memorize large quantities of data without compromising security? There is actually a data encryption system that allows safe use e data storage. The data encryption process appears as such: ref: Howitworks secondary memory: SSD vs HDD, Nas vs San now that we talked about secondary memory, let's do it e
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